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FORT	&	HAVELIS	 

Gadsisar	Lake 

2.0 kilometres from Jaisalmer Marriott Resort & Spa is a man-made lake in the heart of city 
which was constructed in year 1367 by Maharawal Gadsisar to fulDil the drinking water 
requirement of the locals by storing the rain water. It is currently a major tourist hub & is 
famous for boating & cat Dishes in the lake. 

Golden	Jaisalmer	Fort	with	Jain	Temples	&	Palace	Museum 

1.5 kilometres from Jaisalmer Marriott Resort & Spa is the only Living fort in the world. The 
fort's massive yellow sandstone walls are a tawny lion colour during the day, fading to 
honey-gold as the sun sets, thereby camouDlaging the fort in the yellow desert. It is also 
known as the Sonar Quila or Golden Fort. Its perhaps one of the more striking monuments in 
the area, its dominant hilltop location making the sprawling towers of its fortiDications 
visible for many miles around 

Patwon	Ki	Haveli 

The Patwon Ji ki Haveli is an interesting piece of Architecture and is the most important 
among the havelis in Jaisalmer. The Dirst among these havelis was commissioned and 
constructed in the year 1805 by Guman Chand Patwa. The havelis are also known as the 
'mansion of brocade merchants'. This name has been given probably because the family 
dealt in threads of gold and silver used in embroidering dresses. This is the largest Haveli in 
Jaisalmer and stands in a narrow lane.  

Nathmal	Ji	ki	Haveli 

This Nathmal Ji ki haveli was commissioned to serve as the residence of Diwan Mohata 
Nathmal, the then Prime Minister of Jaisalmer. Maharawal Beri Sal commissioned the 
construction of this Haveli. The architects of this haveli were Hathi and Lulu who happened 
to be brothers. There is a very interesting story regarding its construction. It is said that the 
two brothers started building different facets of haveli simultaneously. In those days there 
were no such instruments, which could keep a track on continuity and thus when this 
building came up Dinally it had irregular shape. 
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Kuldhara	Village 

Kuldhara is an abandoned village in Jaisalmer, located at a distance of around 18 kms. 
Established around 13th century, it was once a prosperous village inhabited 
by Paliwal Brahmins. It was abandoned by the early 19th century for unknown reasons, 
possibly because of dwindling water supply, or as a local legend claims, because of 
persecution by the Jaisalmer State's minister Salim Singh. Gradually, it acquired reputation 
as a haunted site, and the Rajasthan State Government decided to develop it as a tourist spot. 

Sam	Sand	Dunes	

There is no point coming to the Thar Desert if you don't go for the Desert Safari. That is why 
Sam sand dunes are becoming the major attraction in Jaisalmer. This is the closest place 
from where you can lose yourself in 'the Great Thar Desert'. Sam has a truly magniDicent 
stretch of sweeping dunes, with sparse or no vegetation. 
Join a camel caravan at Jaisalmer on your Rajasthan tours and ride along the breath-taking 
crests and troughs. Enjoy the romance of solitude as your camel takes you deep in the hearts 
of the Thar Desert. In the month of February/March, this whole place turns into a cultural 
hub. The desert festival organized amid these dunes is the showcase of Rajasthani culture as 
a whole. Open-air cultural extravaganzas, puppet shows, folk dance performances, camel 
races, competitions and general festivities mark this annual event that is held with great 
pomp and show at the Sam Sand dunes in Jaisalmer, Rajasthan. 
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NEAR	BY	PLACES 

Tanot	Mata	Temple		 

Tannot Mata is a temple in western State of Rajasthan in District Jaisalmer of India. As per the 
oldest Charan literature Tannot Mata is new clone of divine goddess Hinglaj Mata, and then after 
Tannot Mata becomes Karni Mata, And known as Goddess Of Charan's. Tannot basically The 
village is close to the border with Pakistan, and is very close to the battle site of Longewala of the 
Indo-Pakistani War of 1971, indeed some credit the temple for the outcome of the battle. Tourists 
cannot go beyond this temple to see the Indo–Pak border unless one gets the relevant 
documentation in advance from the District and Military Authorities. It is now a tourist 
destination in India.  

Longewala	War	Museum		 

It is a border town in the Thar Desert of Jaisalmer. It is very close to the border 
with Pakistan and is most notable as the location of the Battle of Longewala during the Indo-
Pakistani War of 1971. It showcases & displays the army tanks, vehicles, riDles & other 
ammunitions which were used during the war. 

Lodurva	Village	 

Lodurva is the ancient capital of Bhati Rajput’s and was once a Dlourishing city but lost most 
of the splendour when the Bhati’s shifted their capital to Jaisalmer. Nevertheless this place is 
a major tourist attraction and attracts a lot of attention due to ruins of Jain temples. The 
most mesmerizing experience will be the peacock dance amid exotic Lodurva ruins. Yes, 
Peacocks are a great pull and they are in plenty here. Lodurva is also known for its Jain 
temples. The temples are made of bright yellow sandstones. Though in ruins, the splendors 
of these Jain temples are clearly visible. You will Dind temple walls decorated with the 
pictures of Lord Parsvanath, the 23rd Jain Tirthankar. The beautiful Jaali works make these 
temples a piece of marvel.  

Bada	Bagh 

Bada Bagh is a garden complex about 6 km north of Jaisalmer on way to Ramgarh, and  
halfway between Jaisalmer and Lodhruva in the state of Rajasthan in India. It contains a set 
of royal cenotaphs, or chhatris of Maharajas of Jaisalmer state, starting with Jai Singh II. 
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Car	&	Guide	available	on	prior	request 

Car type  INNOVA  
  

Car Charges        

Additional Km / Hour      35/ km 
    

Guide Charges  01 to 05 guests 

INR 1265 (half day / 4 hours), INR 1595 (full day / 8 hours) 

Guide charges for language other than English:   

        1 to 05 guests              INR 1815 (half day)        INR 2310 (full day) 

Please carry loose change in Indian currency for monument entrance charges. 

Please contact Concierge for detailed information. The extension for the same is 5770. 
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04	Hours/40	Kms	or	Lodurva	&	Bada	Bagh	
Trip INR	2600+TAX

08	Hours/80	Kms	or	Sam	Trip INR	5200+TAX

Tanot	Trip	with	Longewala	Museum INR	7000+TAX
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